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Overview 
The Signalist signal heads are available in various styles of searchlight signal optimised for use with the 

Signalist SC1 signal decoder. Those that are fitted with a LED have either a common anode PLCC4 RGB 

LED which incorporates red, green and blue whose colours can be mixed to make almost any visible 

colour, or in the case of SHxa models RGY with red, green, and yellow LEDs, or can be fitted on request 

with single colour red or white LEDs. Westinghouse 4-aspect heads have an additional yellow LED in the 

top lamp housing connected in place of the blue LED in the lower lamp housing. Dwarf heads are not 

fitted with LEDs but LEDs of the desired colours can be simply inserted from the rear. 

No current limit resistors are fitted so if using another make of signal decoder you may have to fit current 

limiting resistors externally. 

 

Connection 
The Signalist signal heads will typically have four wires. The yellow wire is the common anode, with the 

red, green and blue (or yellow) LEDs connected to their respectively coloured wires. The Westinghouse 4-

aspect head has the second yellow LED connected to the blue wire. Westinghouse heads can be supplied 

with RGB LEDs in both lamp housings if required to make colour matching easier where each lamp will 

have its own set of four wires. 

 

Mounting 
Signalist signal heads have a 2.5mm diameter hole in the base of the lamp housing which can be fitted on 

top of a piece of 2.5mm diameter tube. The heads sit nicely on the top of Traintech non-operation signal 

mast kits or can be fitted to gantries. 

 

Support 
If you need any support on things covered in this manual or for things that have not been 

covered interactive support is available on the Signalist web site where you will find a link to 

the Signalist support forum:- 
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